2019 – VSpec Performance - Vic Time Attack – Phillip Island - TRACK RULES
1.

Listen to and adhere to the directions of Track marshals and officials at the event. Always obey

their direction. Dangers can be present even if you can’t see them.

2.

Never, under any circumstances are you to enter the actual race track/tarmac. Please stay

on the pathways designated.
3.

Keep a concrete barrier between you and the track at all times.

4.

No sitting on, standing on, hanging from fences or leaning over the concrete wall. Your entire

body must be BEHIND the concrete barrier. Do not move witches hats, barriers, or other materials
sectioning off a NO go zone.
5.

Wear your High Vis Vest and Wrist Band/ and or [media neck pass if issued] at all times.

6.

Respect all No Go zones as explained to you at the Media Briefing.

These rules are listed for your safety, the event safety and that of the competitors, their cars and teams.
Please exercise common sense. Motorsport is dangerous. Failure to observe any of the above may
result in your immediate removal from the event.

PIT LANE SAFETY RULES
As a Media Representative you have access to the Pit Lane all the way to the tower. Your actions must not, in
any way, obstruct the cars exiting or entering garages. This means no standing in front of the cars as they are
leaving the garage/s or standing in the garage/s entry as cars are pulling in. This applies to both photographers
and video teams.
These rules are listed for your safety. Failure to observe any of the above may result in your immediate removal
from the event

RC DRONES
In accordance with Phillip Island Circuit’s safety rules remotely controlled drones are NOT permitted at the
Vspec Performance Vic Time Attack.
Failure to observe this will result in your immediate removal from the event.

PIT WALL RULES
Your entire body and all your gear must stay behind the concrete wall at all times. This includes your camera
lens. Do no lean over or stick your camera/tripod or any media equipment over the wall.

VIDEO RULES
Vic Time Attack advise that video footage CAN be broadcasted (this includes any social media or other online
broadcast) during the event. This includes any in-car camera, pit garage or general racing footage. All in-car
footage taken during Vic Time Attack remains the property of Vic Time Attack. Teams are permitted to fit in-car
cameras and record their laps however the footage is “strictly for private internal team purposes”; that is, it
cannot be sold, licensed or otherwise broadcasted as a stand-alone or a part of any other event coverage or
show. Placement priority must be given to the official VTA in-car cameras. On-selling or canvassing the sale of
video footage taken during Vspec Performance Vic Time Attack to competitors and/or exhibitors without prior
permission from the event organisers is strictly prohibited.

